A subset of the vertices of a graph is a simultaneous dominating set for spanning trees if it is a dominating set in every spanning tree of the graph. We consider the problem of finding a minimum size simultaneous dominating set for spanning trees. We show that the decision version of this problem is NP-complete by pointing out its close relation to the vertex cover problem. We present an exact algorithm to solve this problem and show how to solve it in polynomial time on some graph classes like bipartite or chordal graphs. Moreover, we derive a 2-approximation algorithm for this problem.
Introduction
The dominating set problem and many variants have been thoroughly studied in the past. It can readily be seen, that it can be solved on trees in linear time, whereas it is NP-hard on general graphs. In this article we investigate the problem of finding a minimum subset of vertices that is a dominating set in every spanning tree of a given graph.
Most of our notation is standard graph terminology as can be found in e.g. Diestel (2000) . We recall some basic notations in the following. All graphs considered in this article are simple and undirected. We denote an undirected graph by G = (V, E), where V is the vertex set and E the edge set. For a vertex v ∈ V and a subgraph H of G containing v we denote the neighbourhood of v in H by the set N H (v) := {u ∈ V (H) : {v, u} ∈ E(H)}, where we omit the subscript H in the notation when the graph is clear from context. For a graph G = (V, E) a dominating set is a subset of the vertices S ⊆ V such that every vertex that is not in S has a neighbour in S.
We call subset S ⊆ V a simultaneous dominating set in the spanning trees of G if S is a dominating set in each spanning tree of G. In the literature similar problems have been introduced by Brigham and Dutton (1990) (factor domination) or Sampathkumar (1989) (global dominating set). Following Brigham and Dutton (1990) , given a Graph G = (V, E) and a partition of its edge set E 1 , . . . , E k , a susbet of the vertices is a factor dominating set if it is dominating for all graphs (V, E i ). Whereas a susbet of the vertices is a global dominating set if it is a subset of the vertices which is dominating in G and its complement. Lateron the term factor domination has also been used for subsets of the vertices that dominate some set of arbitrary subgraphs of G on the same vertex set, see e.g. Dankelmann et al. (2006) and Caro and Henning (2014) . Here we use the term "simultaneous domination" rather than "factor domination" or "global domination", as in our definition the edge sets of the subgraphs do not have to be disjoint.
Since we only consider simultaneous domination on spanning trees for the remainder of this article we ommit the term spanning tree and simply call the desired set simultaneous dominating set or SD-set. The simultaneous dominating set problem or SDS-problem consists of finding an SD-set of minimum size.
It can easily be observed that factor domination is a generalization of the dominating set problem and is thereby NP-hard. In this article we show that the SDS-problem remains NP-hard and give an alternative characterization of a simultaneous dominating set. The given characterization reveals a close connection to the well known vertex cover problem. Although the SDS-problem and the vertex cover problem are equivalent on 2-connected graphs, we feel that a further investigation on general graphs remains interesting, as the size of a minimum vertex cover and a minimum SD-set may differ by a factor of 2, which is also proven in Section 2. In Section 3 we present a way of solving the SDS-problem on a graph G providing we are able to solve a related problem on certain subgraphs of G. Section 4 shows how to solve these smaller problems with the help of the vertex cover problem. In Section 5 we show that the SDS-problem can be solved in polynomial time on bipartite graphs, on chordal graphs and on graphs with bounded tree width. It is currently unknown if there exists a class of graphs on which the vertex cover problem is polynomial time solvable but the SDS-problem remains NP-hard. Taking into account the results of this article one possible candidate for such a class are perfect graphs. Finally in Section 6 we present a 2-approximation algorithm for the SDS-problem using LP-rounding techniques.
Characterization of the SDS-problem
Let us begin by formally introducing simultaneous dominating sets.
Definition 1. For a connected graph G = (V, E) we call a subset S ⊆ V a simultaneous dominating set or SD-set of G if S is a dominating set in each spanning tree of G. We say that a vertex v ∈ V is simultaneously dominated by S if v is dominated by S in every spanning tree of G. Similarly we call a subset V ′ ⊆ V simultaneously dominated by S if all vertices in V ′ are simultaneously dominated by S. The simultaneous dominating set problem or SDS-problem consists of finding an SD-set of minimum size.
Before we give an alternative characterization of an SD-set we recall some basic terminology concerning connectivity of a graph. A vertex v of some graph G is called a cut vertex if G − v contains more connected components than G. A graph without cut vertex is called 2-connected. We call a maximal 2-connected subgraph of a graph G a block of G. Denote by A the set of cut vertices of G and by B the set of all blocks of G. The bipartite graph with vertex set A ∪ B, where a vertex a ∈ A is connected to a vertex b ∈ B if a ∈ V (B) is called block graph or block-cutpoint graph. It is well known that for a connected graph G the block graph of G is a tree, see e.g. Diestel (2000) .
Let us now turn to the mentioned alternative characterization of SD-sets. Initially it is not even clear if the decision version of the SDS-problem is contained in NP since a graph can have an exponential number of spanning trees and thus, given a solution we may not simply test dominance in each tree. Nevertheless, there is another way for a graph G = (V, E) to verify if a set S ⊆ V is a feasible SD-set.
Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph. Then a subset S ⊆ V is a simultaneous dominating set in G if and only if for every v ∈ V it holds true that v ∈ S or:
Proof. Let v ∈ V \ S be a vertex that is not a cut vertex in G. We claim that the vertex v is simultaneously dominated by S if and only if all neighbours of v are in S: If all the neighbours of v are contained in S, then v is clearly dominated by S in every spanning tree of G since there is at least one edge between v and one of its neighbours, thus v is simultaneously dominated. Conversely, assume that v is simultaneously dominated by S. Since G − v is connected there is a spanning tree of G − v. We obtain a spanning tree of G by adding v and any edge incident to v in G. Thus for any neighbour u of v in G there is at least one spanning tree of G such that u is the only neighbour of v. Since v is dominated in every spanning tree of G and v / ∈ S we get that all the neighbours of v must be in S.
Next consider the case that v is a cut vertex and is further contained in the blocks B 1 , . . . , B k . We show that v is simultaneously dominated by S if and only if there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that w ∈ S for all w ∈ N Bi (v). If for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we have w ∈ S for all w ∈ N Bi (v), then v is clearly simultaneously dominated by S in every spanning tree of G since there is at least one edge between v and one of its neighbours in the block B i . Conversely, suppose that v is dominated by S in every spanning tree of G. Assume that for each block B i there is at least one neighbour u i of v in B i that is not in S. Now we can find a spanning tree T of G by taking a maximal spanning forest in G − v and adding v and for every i the edge between v and u i . This is clearly a spanning tree of G. But now the vertex v is not dominated in T since neither the vertex v nor any of its neighbours u i is in S, a contradiction.
This shows that we can verify for a graph G = (V, E) if a given set S ⊆ V is a feasible SD-set in G in polynomial time by checking the conditions of Theorem 2 for every vertex v ∈ V . Note that the blocks and the block graph of G can be computed in linear time, cf. Hopcroft and Tarjan (1973) .
For a graph G = (V, E) a set C ⊆ V is a vertex cover if and only if for every vertex v ∈ V it holds true that v ∈ S or N (v) ⊆ S. Theorem 2 requires exactly the same for non-cut vertices and hence we get:
. . . The vertex cover problem is one of the original NP-complete problems shown by Garey and Johnson (1979) . It can be observed that the vertex cover problem is still NP-complete on 2-connected graphs and thus:
Corollary 4. For a connected graph the decision version of the SDS-problem is NP-complete.
Corollary 3 shows that there is a close connection between a minimum simultaneous dominating set problem and the vertex cover problem. However it is not clear how we can use this relationship for the computation of a minimum simultaneous dominating set in general graphs. The main reason for this being that any vertex cover is also a vertex cover in each block of a graph. A simultaneous dominating set may however not be simultaneously dominating in each block of the graph. The following example will show that there can be a significant difference in the size of the minimum vertex cover and the minimum simultaneous dominating set.
For k ∈ N regard the graph G with 3k vertices, where k vertices of G form a clique and each vertex of the clique has a dangling path of length two attached to it. See Figure 1 or 2 for the construction.
A vertex cover has to contain at least k − 1 vertices of the clique as well as at least one further vertex one each dangling path. Thus, any vertex cover contains at least 2k − 1 vertices. See Figure 1 for an example of a vertex cover with 2k − 1 vertices.
On the other hand there exists a simultaneous dominating set of size k, as any spanning tree of G contains all edges of the dangling paths, cf. Figure 2 . As again on each dangling path of G at least one vertex needs to be contained in a simultaneous dominating set the described set is also of minimum size.
We conclude that for a minimum size SD-set S ′ and a minimum size vertex cover C ′ in a graph G it is possible that |C′| = 2 · |S ′ | − 1. In the next theorem we will see that this is already the largest relative gap possible.
Theorem 5. Let G be a connected graph and S be an SD-set in G. Then we can extend S to a vertex cover C by adding no more than |S| − 1 vertices. In particular if C ′ is a vertex cover of minimum size and S ′ an SD-set of minimum size it holds true that |C ′ | ≤ 2 · |S ′ | − 1.
Proof. Let G be a connected graph and let S be a simultaneous dominating set in G. Denote by T the block graph of G. By definition any simultaneous dominating set is non-empty. Thus, there exists some block B of G such that V (B) ∩ S = ∅. We root the tree T at one such block B r . Denote by CV the set of cut vertices of G and define for each cut vertex v ∈ CV with children
of vertices in S that are contained in some child of v. Let now the set
First we show that |C| ≤ 2 · |S| − 1. If we can find an injective mapping
. We now map v to w. This will induce an injective mapping: If w is not a cut vertex, then B is the only block w is contained in and B is no child of any other cut vertex. Otherwise w is a cut vertex and is itself a child of B in T . All blocks besides B containing w are children of w. But as w ∈ S, no other added vertex may be mapped to w. This implies that the defined mapping is injective and thereby |C| ≤ 2 · |S| − 1.
It remains to show that C is actually a vertex cover. So let {v, w} be some edge in G. If neither v nor w is a cut vertex, then one of them is contained in S by Theorem 2 and thereby also in C. So assume v is a cut vertex. If v ∈ C we are done, so assume v / ∈ C. By the definition of C every child B of v in T fulfills V (B) ∩ S = ∅ and by Theorem 2 this implies that all neighbours of v in the block that is the father of v in T are contained in S and thereby in C. So assume that w is contained in some child B of v in T . Note that all vertices of B are cut vertices as otherwise there must be some vertex in V (B) ∩ S by Theorem 2. Now observe that each such cut vertex w ∈ B is simultaneously dominated by S. Again by Theorem 2 this implies N B ′ (w) ⊆ S for some block B ′ containing w. In particular we have N B′ (w) ∩ S = ∅, which implies V (B ′ ) ∩ S = ∅. Thus, B ′ is a child of w in T and by the definition of C, w ∈ C. Thereby the edge {v, w} is covered by w ∈ C. This implies that C is a vertex cover.
An Exact Algorithm for the SDS-problem
In the last section we saw that on 2-connected graphs the SDS-problem is the same as the vertex cover problem. Further we showed that the size of a minimum vertex cover and the size of a minimum SD-set may differ by a factor of 2. In this section we use the vertex cover problem to solve the SDS-problem on general graphs.
From the tree structure of the block graph of a graph G we directly get that any graph containing a cut vertex, also contains a cut vertex v and a block B, such that v is the only cut vertex of G contained in V (B). We call the graph B − v a leaf-component and the vertex v its connection vertex.
In the following we assign colours to vertices. To get an intuition what these colours represent we now state our interpretation of them:
• colour 1, meaning that the vertex is in the SD-set, • colour 0, meaning that the vertex is not in the SD-set but it is simultaneously dominated and • colour0, meaning that the vertex is not in the SD-set and it is not simultaneously dominated at the current stage of the algorithm.
We say that colour 1 is better than colours 0 and0 and call colour 0 better than colour0. For a set col ⊆ {1, 0,0} we denote the best colour of col by best{col}.
Let us briefly describe the idea of the algorithm: We begin by regarding some leaf-component H with connection vertex v of a graph G. We take among all minimum size sets S ⊆ V (H) ∪ {v} that simultaneously dominate all vertices in V (H), one with the best coverage for v, i.e. the best colour for v. We then remove H from G and continue with the next leaf-component.
In later iterations of the algorithm we then have vertices, which are basically already simultaneously dominated or even in the SD-set for free. This has to be taken into account when computing a minimum size set in some leaf component at some point of the algorithm. The crucial point why this procedure works is, that any given vertex can be simultaneously dominated by adding only one vertex to the simultaneous dominating set, namely itself. Thus, if all smallest SD-sets for some leaf-component do not simultaneously dominate the connection vertex v, then we simply simultaneously dominate v later on, as we can be sure that it never costs us more than it would cost us to simultaneously dominate it with the current leaf-component.
In a first step we introduce a generalized version of the SDS-problem and for the moment assume that we can solve this on 2-connected graphs. Section 4 then focuses on solving the generalized version on 2-connected graphs.
Definition 6. Let G be a connected graph and let f : V (G) → {1, 0,0} be a mapping assigning one of the indicated colours to each vertex in G. We call a subset S ⊆ V (G) f -respecting simultaneous dominating set of G if the following conditions hold:
If we do not specify the colouring we also use the term colour respecting simultaneous dominating set.
Thus, a colour respecting SD-set S is an SD-set with the property that all vertices with colour 1 are contained in S and all vertices with colour 0 do not have to be simultaneously dominated by S. Clearly this is a generalization of an SD-set as if we colour all vertices by0 a colour respecting SD-set and an SD-set are the same thing.
As mentioned before, in the remainder of this section we assume that we are given an algorithm crSDS that, given a 2-connected graph G and a colouring f Algorithm 1: Computing a colour respecting SD-set of minimum size
as in Definition 6, returns an f -respecting simultaneous dominating set of minimum size S and the size of this set #. Section 4 will then focus on finding such an algorithm.
Algorithm 1 shows a pseudocode version of the complete procedure. Within it we use the black box algorithms crSDS and GetLeafComponent. The latter one gets a graph G which is not 2-connected as an input and returns a leaf B of the block graph of G and its father v ∈ B. We save the current colour of v and compute a colour respecting SD-set in B for all possible colours of v. We use the simultaneous dominating set, which is the smallest among the three possibilities, where ties are broken by the best coverage of v. We then delete all vertices of B except v from G and continue with the remaining graph. Before we formally prove the correctness of Algorithm 1 and discuss its running time, we prove two lemmata, which make life easier in the proof of the algorithm. If H = G we omit the superscript H in the notation.
Lemma 8. Let G be a 2-connected graph, v ∈ V (G) a fixed vertex in G and f : V (G) → {1, 0,0} some colouring. Then the following two statements hold true:
Proof. We begin by showing that every f v=0 -respecting SD-set S is also f v=0respecting. Clearly we have (0) and is thereby also f v=0 -respecting. With similar arguments we get that any f v=1 -respecting SD-set is also f v=0respecting. These two small observations directly imply 1.
To see that 2. also holds, let S 0 be a minimum f v=0 -respecting simultaneous dominating set of G.
. This already implies that the minimum f v=1 -respecting SD-set has at most one element more than S 0 .
Lemma 9. Let G be a graph with some colouring f :
Then the following three statements hold true:
is a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set in G.
Proof. It is easy to see that all claimed sets are f -respecting simultaneous dominating sets in G, we now focus on their minimality. To this end let S be a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set in G. We begin with the case that |S H
If v ∈ S the first statement holds as it is clear that S must also be minimum restricted to H ′ or G − H. So assume v / ∈ S and regard S ∩ V (H ′ ). This set simultaneously dominates all vertices in H ′ with respect to f except possibly v. As S H ′ v=0 is minimum among these sets we
without making it larger. We now have a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set containing v and get that S H ′ v=1 ∪ S G−H v=1 is also simultaneously dominating with respect to f .
Then |S ′ | ≤ |S| and S ′ is still simultaneously dominating with respect to f . Furthermore it holds true that
which implies the desired result.
Theorem 10. For a connected graph G and a colouring f : V (G) → {1, 0,0}, Algorithm 1 correctly computes a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set S of G. It can be implemented to run in polynomial time if crSDS can be implemented to run in polynomial time.
Proof. In each iteration the algorithm simultaneously dominates the current leaf-component as cheap as possible and only simultaneously dominates the connection vertex or even adds it to the set if this does not increase the size of the set simultaneously dominating the leaf-component. This intuitively makes sense, as we can simultaneously dominate any node at any point in time by simply adding it to the set. The proof of correctness can be regarded as a direct consequence of Lemma 9. Nevertheless we give a formal proof here for the sake of completeness. To this end, note that Algorithm 1 can be regarded as a recursive algorithm, where in each step one leaf-component is cut off the graph. We do induction on the number of blocks of G. If G is 2-connected the claim trivially holds. So let H be a leaf-component of G with connection vertex v and set H ′ = G[(H) ∪ {v}]. In the algorithm we now compute S H∪{v} v=i for i ∈ {1, 0,0}. By Lemma 8 the three case distinction made in the algorithm (concerning the sizes of these sets) are the only cases that may occur. The algorithm now handles the cases as follows:
to the current set and colour v in colour 1. Thus, by induction the algorithm returns S H ′ v=1 ∪ S G−H v=1 , which is a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set by Lemma 9.
to the current set and leave the colour as it was. Thus, by induction the algorithm returns S H ′ v=0 ∪ S G−H v=f (v) , which is a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set by Lemma 9.
to the current set and sets the colour of v to best{f (v), 0}. Thus, by induction the algorithm returns S H ′ v=0 ∪S G−H v=best{f (v),0} , which is a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set by Lemma 9.
As we can see in all considered cases the algorithm correctly computes a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set.
Considering the running time of Algorithm 1, note that we can find all blocks in linear time, cf. Hopcroft and Tarjan (1973) . With a small adjustment of the usual lowpoint algorithm by Hopcroft and Tarjan (1973) we can get the components in order such that each time we regard the next component it is a leaf-component of the remaining graph. Doing this as a preprocessing step, each call to GetLeafComponent takes constant time and the deletion of H is done implicitly. In each iteration, besides the three calls to crSDS we only do steps that can be realized in polynomial time, thus if crSDS can be implemented to run in polynomial time so can Algorithm 1.
Finding a minimum colour respecting simultaneous dominating set
In the previous section we saw how we can find a minimum SD-set provided we can find a minimum colour respecting SD-set on 2-connected graphs. In this section we focus on finding such an SD-set.
Recall that a colour respecting simultaneous dominating set S in a graph G that is 2-connected is, in some sense, is a simultaneous dominating set in G with the additional constraint that all vertices with colour 1 are contained in S and the exception that all vertices with colour 0 do not actually have to be simultaneously dominated, cf. Definition 6. Algorithm 2 describes how to solve this problem using an algorithm (MinVertexCover) for solving the minimum vertex cover problem as a black box.
Theorem 11. Given a 2-connected graph G and a colouring f : V (G) → {1, 0,0} Algorithm 2 returns a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set of G. It can be implemented to run in polynomial time if MinVertexCover can be implemented to run in polynomial time.
Proof. We begin by proving that the set returned by the algorithm, say S ⋆ is an f -respecting simultaneous dominating set. It is obvious that f −1 (1) ⊆ S ⋆ , thus as G is 2-connected by Definition 6 we only need to prove that for all vertices
After having deleted all vertices with colour 1 we do not delete edges incident to v. Thus, the vertex cover computed either contains v itself or all neighbours of v which do not have colour 1. As all deleted vertices are contained in S ⋆ the required condition follows and we conclude that S ⋆ is indeed an f -respecting simultaneous dominating set.
Let
. To see that the algorithm actually returns a minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set we show that for any f -respecting simultaneous dominating set S in G it holds true that S\f −1 (1) is a vertex cover in G ′ . The correctness then follows immediately. So let S be any f -respecting simultaneous dominating set in G and let e = (u, v) ∈ E(G ′ ). Then at least one endpoint of e, say v, has colour0 and neither u nor v has colour 1. By Definition 6 this means either v or all vertices in N G (v) are contained in S.
. As e was an arbitrary edge in E(G ′ ) we know that S \ f −1 (1) is a vertex cover in G ′ .
Algorithm 2: crSDS(G, f ): Finding a minimum colour respecting simultaneous dominating set on 2-connected graphs Input: A 2-connected graph G = (V, E) and a colouring f : V (G) → {1, 0,0} Output: A minimum f -respecting simultaneous dominating set and its size
It is easy to see that all steps of the algorithm, except possibly the call to MinVertexCover can be implemented to run in polynomial time.
We now know that we can solve the SDS-problem on a graph G in polynomial time if we can find a minimum vertex cover on graphs strongly related to the blocks of G. In the next section we use this fact to find polynomial time algorithms for the SDS-problem on some graph classes.
The SDS-problem on Special Graph Classes
In this section we show that we can solve the SDS-problem in polynomial time on special graph classes. From Theorem 10 and Theorem 11 we get the following theorem:
Theorem 12. Let H be a class of graphs on which vertex cover is solvable in polynomial time. Further let G be a class of graphs such that for all G ∈ G and subsets U, W ⊆ V (G) with U ∩ W = ∅ we have (G − U ) − E(G[W ]) ∈ H. Then we can solve the SDS-problem in polynomial time on graphs from G.
Bipartite Graphs A graph G is bipartite if its vertex set can be partitioned into two sets, such that no edge of G is between vertices in the same set of the partition. It is easy to see that bipartite graphs are hereditary, i.e. every induced subgraph is again bipartite. Even if we delete edges in the graph it remains bipartite. With the help of König's theorem [Schrijver (2003) ] and for example the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [Hopcroft and Karp (1971) ] we can compute a minimum vertex cover for bipartite graphs. By Theorem 12 the algorithm solves the SDS-problem on bipartite graphs in polynomial time.
Graphs with bounded Tree Width For a graph G = (V, E) a tree decomposition D of G is given by (S, T ), where S := {X i ⊆ V : i ∈ I} is a set of subsets of V , and T is a tree with the elements of I as nodes. The following three properties must hold:
for every edge {u, v} ∈ E there is at least one X i ∈ S containing u and v, (iii) for every v ∈ V the node set {i ∈ S : v ∈ X i } induces a subtree of T .
The width of a tree decomposition D is given by width(D) := max i∈I |X i | − 1. The treewidth of a graph G is tw(G) := min{width(D) : D is a tree decomposition for G}.
Many algorithmic problems that are NP-complete for arbitrary graphs can be solved in polynomial time by dynamic programming for graphs with bounded treewidth. For deeper insight into the concept of tree decompositions and treewidth we refer to Bodlaender (1998) .
For fixed k regard the class G of graphs with treewidth at most k. Then we can find a tree decomposition of graphs in G in linear time, cf. Bodlaender (1998) . Arnborg and Proskurowski (1989) showed that a vertex cover of minimum size can be computed for a graph with bounded tree width and given tree decomposition in linear time. As deleting vertices or edges does not increase the treewidth by Theorem 12 we can compute an SD-set of minimum size in polynomial time for graphs from G.
Chordal Graphs A graph G is chordal if any cycle of G with length at least 4 contains a chord, i.e. an edge between non subsequent edges in C. They are hereditary but if we delete edges in a chordal graph, it is possible that the resulting graph is not chordal anymore. However, with the help of the strong perfect graph theorem from Chudnovsky et al. (2006) we can show that the graph after the edge deletion of Algorithm 2 is perfect. Grötschel et al. (1988) showed that in perfect graphs we can compute a minimum vertex cover in polynomial time. This leads to a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the SDS-problem in chordal graphs by Theorem 12.
It remains to show that for chordal graphs the graph obtained after the preprocessing steps is perfect. To this end we need the strong perfect graph theorem: For a graph G an odd hole of G is an induced subgraph of G which is a cycle of odd length at least 5 and an odd antihole of G is an induced subgraph of G whose complement is a hole inḠ.
Theorem 13 (Strong perfect graph theorem, Chudnovsky et al. (2006) ). A graph G is perfect if and only if G has no odd hole or odd antihole.
Lemma 14. Let G be a chordal graph and I ⊆ V (G). Let G ′ be the graph obtained by deleting all edges between the vertices of I in G, i.e.
Then G ′ is perfect.
Proof. Assume G ′ has an odd hole C 2k+1 . Then at most k vertices of C 2k+1 can be in I since I is an independent set in G ′ . Hence there are two consecutive vertices on C 2k+1 which are not in I. Since these two vertices do not have the same neighbour in C 2k+1 and only edges between vertices of I are deleted there exits a cycle in G of length at least four that is contained in G but has no chord. But in this case G is not chordal which contradicts the assumptions and hence G ′ cannot have an odd hole. Now let us assume that the graph G ′ has an odd antiholeC 2k+1 with the vertices u 1 , . . . , u 2k+1 . Observe that the subgraph of G induced by {u 1 , . . . , u 2k+1 } has exactly one additional edge in comparison to the subgraphC 2k+1 of G. Otherwise if there is no additional edge in G[{u 1 , . . . , u 2k+1 }], then it follows that G[{u 1 , . . . , u 2k+1 }] =C 2k+1 since no edge is deleted but this contradicts the assumption that G is chordal and hence perfect. If there are two or more additional edges then there are at least three vertices in I and since all the edges between the vertices in I are deleted we cannot have an odd antihole in G prime . So assume that the additional edge is between u 2 and u 3 in G[{u 1 , . . . , u 2k+1 }] and so these two vertices are the only vertices of V (C 2k+1 ) in I. Then the cycle C = (u 2 , u 3 , u 1 , u 4 , u 2 ) is contained in G and has length four but no chord. Again this contradicts the assumptions and hence G ′ has no odd antihole.
This lemma shows that for a chordal graph the graph obtained after the edge deletion of Algorithm 2 is perfect. We get the following Corollary from Theorem 12:
Corollary 15. In bipartite graphs, chordal graphs and graphs with bounded tree width we can compute a minimum simultaneously dominating set in polynomial time.
A 2-Approximation Algorithm for the SDSproblem
For the vertex cover problem there is an easy 2-approximation algorithm using maximal matchings. Providing the Unique Games Conjecture holds it is also known that it can not be approximated within any constant factor better than 2 unless P = NP, cf. Khot and Regev (2008) . With the results from Theorem 5 we directly get a 4-approximation for the SDS-problem. We will now see how we can get a 2-approximation for the SDSproblem. The following idea is deduced from another 2-approximation of the vertex cover problem using the LP-relaxation of an IP-formulation for the problem. It is more involved than the approximation for the vertex cover problem and is therefore worth to be described in detail. We begin by formulating an integer program for the SDS-problem. Then we use the solution of its LP relaxation to obtain an integral solution of at most twice the optimal value of the LP and thus also at most twice the optimal value of the IP.
The following IP describes the SDS-problem for a graph G = (V, E). Let CV be the set of cut vertices in G, NCV := V \ CV and for each v ∈ CV denote by B v the set of all blocks of G containing v. In the solution the variable x v states if the vertex v is in the SD-set or not. The variable y v,B is only used if v is a cut vertex and states if v is simultaneously dominated by the block B.
Lemma 16. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Then the set S = {v ∈ V : x v = 1} is an SD-set of minimum size of G if and only if there is a y such that (x, y) is an optimal solution for (IP ).
Proof. The lemma follows if we show that the set S = {v ∈ V : x v = 1} is an SD-set of G if and only if there is a y such that (x, y) is a feasible solution of (1) − (4). First let (x, y) be a feasible solution for (1)−(4) and set S = {v ∈ V :
x v = 1}. Note that by (4) the entries in x v and y v,B are only 0 or 1. By (1) we have for every non-cut vertex that either itself or all its neighbours are in S which implies (i) of Theorem 2. Condition (3) makes sure that v is in S or for at least one block B containing v, that y v,B has value 1 and hence together with (2) all neighbours of v in B are in S. This implies (ii) of Theorem 2 and hence it follows that S is a feasible SD-set. Now suppose that S is a feasible SD-set. Set x v = 1 if v ∈ S and x v = 0 otherwise. For every cut vertex v we have that v itself is in S or it is simultaneously dominated, i.e. there is a block B such that all neighbours of v in B are in S. We set y v,B = 1 if and only if the latter case is true. This immediately shows that (2) and (3) are fulfilled. Condition (1) is also satisfied since this is implied by (i) of Theorem 2. This shows that (x, y) is a feasible solution of (1)-(4). Now consider the LP relaxation:
x v , y v,B ≥ 0
Let (x, y) be an optimal solution for the LP. We construct a new solution (x ′ , y ′ ) that will be integral in the end and at most doubles the objective function value of (x, y).
The idea is to round at least one variable in (5) up so (1) is fulfilled. It remains to make sure that (6) and (7) for the cut vertices in G are satisfied. To do so we use the block graph T of G. We regard the cut vertices of G bottom up in the tree T and if necessary round up the variable of the cut vertex itself, while decreasing some values of neighbours of the cut vertex in order to maintain the approximation quality. During all rounding steps we ensure that the current solution remains feasible for the LP such that after making all variables integral the resulting solution automatically induces an SD-set. Further any variable that is at some point set to 1 will never be changed again, implying that only fractional variables are rounded down.
First Rounding
Step:
Whenever we make a change to a variable x ′ in any rounding step we update all respective variables y ′ . After the first rounding step, all constraints (1) are already fulfilled as by (5) one of the two variables is greater or equal to 1 2 . Since we will never decrease a variable with value 1 this will not change during the preceding rounding steps. Further note that all variables now have a value of 1 or less than 1 2 . We will keep this invariant throughout the remaining rounding steps. Now regard the block graph T of G and root it at any cut vertex. It is easily observed that we may now iteratively choose a cut vertex v such that all descendants of v in T that are cut vertices have already been regarded. If for some block B containing v we have y ′ v,B ≥ 1 2 , by previous arguments it holds true that y ′ v,B = 1, which implies that vertex v will be simultaneously covered by block B and we can safely go to the next cut vertex. So assume that y ′ v,B < 1 2 for all blocks containing v. We denote by B ′ the father of v in T and by B 1 , . . . , B k its children. As y ′ v,B ′ < 1 2 , by constraint (6) it holds true that
For every i = 1, . . . , k there exists some node u i fulfilling x ′ ui = y ′ v,Bi . We can use these vertices to define our next rounding step.
Second Rounding
Step For every cut vertex v moving bottom up in the block graph T of G, test if y ′ v,B ≥ 1 2 for some block B containing v. If none such block exists, set x ′ v = 1 and x ′ ui = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k. Note that after each of these rounding steps if we increase x ′ v we may safely set y ′ v,Bi to 0, as the constraint (3) will be satisfied due to x ′ v = 1. Thus, all constraints (2) corresponding to the cut vertex v will be satisfied after the rounding step. Further, decreasing variables that have value less than 1 2 does not violate any constraint, as all constraints corresponding to vertices in the children of v are satisfied solely by variables that are already set to 1. With these arguments we can be sure that after any second rounding step, the solution remains feasible. Note that it is possible that we have to update some y ′ variables, as we changed the value of some x ′ variables and the minimum in (9) may have changed.
We will argue later that these rounding steps do not increase the objective value of the current solution too much.
Third Rounding
Step After iterating through all cut vertices we set all remaining fractional variables to 0. Theorem 17. The described algorithm is a 2-approximation algorithm for the SDS-problem and runs in polynomial time.
Proof. First we show the correctness. In every first or second rounding step we replace the value of a subset of variables, which have summed up value at least 1 2 , by the value 1. This clearly implies that the defined solution has objective value at most twice the objective value of the optimal LP solution.
We now show that (x ′ , y ′ ) is a feasible solution for the IP. All entries in x ′ and y ′ are integral. In (5) x u or x v was larger or equal to 1 2 and hence x ′ u or x ′ v was set to 1. We do not decrease it later on, so (1) is satisfied. Moreover we made sure that for every cut vertex v at least one of the variables x ′ v or y ′ v,B
for some block B containing v equals 1 and hence (3) is fulfilled. Condition (2) is also satisfied since we set y ′ v,B only to 1 if all the corresponding x u equal 1 otherwise we set it to 0.
This shows that (x ′ , y ′ ) is a feasible solution of the IP that has at most twice the value of the objective function of an optimal solution of the LP and hence of the IP.
We need polynomial time to set up and solve the LP. All rounding steps can easily be implemented to run in polynomial time.
Conclusion
We considered the simultaneous dominating set problem for spanning trees of graphs. First we showed that this problem is NP-hard. Then we presented an algorithm that solves the SDS-problem by decomposing it in smaller problems which we can solve by using some preprocessing and vertex cover computations. We also showed that the SDS-problem is solvable in polynomial time on bipartite graphs, on chordal graphs and on graphs with bounded treewidth. Finally, we presented a 2-approximation algorithm that uses LP rounding.
An interesting open question is if there is a class of graphs on which the SDS-problem is NP-hard whereas the vertex cover problem can be solved in polynomial time. One candidate for such a class are perfect graphs as perfect graphs do not fulfill the requirements of Theorem 12.
